Product of the month – MEYLE-HD strut mount

As DRIVER’S BEST FRIEND we offer 23,000 solutions to make vehicles around the globe perform longer and more reliably so that motorists all over the world can safely rely on MEYLE quality.

The product of the month at a glance:
- **Backward compatibility:** Innovative full-service aftermarket kit allows for VW T5 models to be retrofitted with VW T6-type strut mounts – one repair kit caters for both VW models. The kit fits 1.7 million vehicles in Europe.
- **Exclusively from MEYLE:** MEYLE is the first aftermarket supplier to offer this all-in-one repair kit complete with rolling bearing, forged spring plate and rubber spring insert which is fully compatible with both VW models.
- **Better than OE thanks to technical refinements:** Increased number of rolling bearing elements ensures that acting loads are distributed more evenly and that the bearing’s load-carrying capacity (load rating) is improved.
- **Forged, not cast:** Unlike the cast OE part, the forged spring plate of the MEYLE part is designed to withstand higher strain levels and makes it resistant to cracking.

4-year guarantee* for all MEYLE-HD parts!
Robust, reliable, delivering ultimate performance and better than OE. MEYLE-HD parts simply last longer!

*For more information on the MEYLE guarantee policy visit www.meyle.com/guarantee-certificate